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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
Sheldrake Point Vineyard, LLC. is a
New York State Limited Liability
Company founded in 1997. The
company is licensed as a New York
State Farm Winery and owns and
operates a 156-acre farm located on
the shores of Cayuga Lake in the
Finger Lakes, a vineyard of 57 acres
planted to Vinifera vines, a winery
capable of producing 15,000 cases,
and two tasting rooms which host over
20,000 visitors annually. The company
is owned by Chuck Tauck and Fran
Littin. 

Our mission has been to provide
guests with a hospitable and
entertaining experience by providing a
respectful,  warm welcome and
gracious service. We are stewards of
our vineyard land, with a commitment
to sustainable wine-growing practices
and respect for the environment of our
site and our neighbors. We produce
distinctive wines, each with a
personality that reflects the character
of our site and the Finger Lakes. The
quality of our vines is evidenced by
our many awards, including three-time
Top 100 Winery by Wine and Spirits
Magazine, and New York State Winery
of the Year in both 2009 and 2010. 

Our waterfront location, manicured
gardens, well-maintained facilities,
vineyards, and estate wine production
form the basis of our ability to
emphasize the pleasurable connection
among people, the land, and wine.
With a pristine lakeside location just
20 miles from the University city of
Ithaca, we are a popular destination for
winery visitors.

www.sheldrakepoint.com 
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156 acres bordered on the North by Sheldrake Creek & a scenic gorge and dissected by a
smaller creek to the South 
Bordered on the East by 400 feet of improved lake frontage with beach and dock. 
Includes a year-round spring and ½ acre pond in the center of the farm. 
Access via paved drives, gravel drives and unimproved farm lanes. 
57 acres mature vineyards.
13 acres headlands and frontage
66 acres woodlands and gorge
20 acres additional tillable land

PROPERTY OVERVIEWPROPERTY OVERVIEW
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C A Y U G A  L A K E

Wedged between two deep gorges,
our east-facing vineyard gently
slopes almost to the water’s edge.
The first estate vintage, produced
from fruit picked on our site in 2000,
was released in 2001.

The soils at Sheldrake Point are
predominantly well-drained, gravely
loam, and clay glacially deposited
atop shale, limestone, and slate.

We maintain the vineyard through
sustainable practices and utilize
Scott Henry quadrilateral cordon
trellising. By honoring the symbiotic
relationship we have with the land
on which our grapes are grown, and
tending to it with the greatest of
respect, it will continue to provide us
with high-quality grapes reflective of
the terroir.

N
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WATERFRONT / BEACH / DOCK / GARDENSWATERFRONT / BEACH / DOCK / GARDENS

400’ of Cayuga Lake frontage in a cove protected by Sheldrake Point to the north.
The entire waterfront is landscaped with a gravel beach, retaining wall, vehicle access & stone rip-rap. 
Recreational facilities include a 100’ dock and covered electric lift and a small storage shed. 
Electrical power on the beach.
Beach well for water supply.



VINEYARD BREAKDOWNVINEYARD BREAKDOWN
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When grape production exceeds the supply needed to produce our wines, we extend
grape contracts to other wine companies. Our reputation for quality grapes has increased
demand in recent years. In 2020, we sold 74 tons with revenue of $90,000. In 2021, we

sold 121 tons with revenue of $211,600. In 2022 we sold 35.4 tons with revenue of
$61,700. In 2023 we sold 85.8 tons with revenue in of $175,600.



Buildings have parking areas supporting a total of 80 cars. Parking areas are engineered with
12” of base.
All roadways are engineered with 18” of base and provide radius and turn-around for 60’
semi-trailers. 
Public buildings are set in a landscaped network of lawns, gardens and paved sidewalks
complete with underground storm drainage and underground electric.

SEVEN BUILDINGSSEVEN BUILDINGS
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The following systems are installed on the property:

Water – Engineered and fully permitted Cayuga Lake beach well and 5000-gallon
treatment and storage facility that meets current NYS certification for public water
supply.  The system provides 50psi pressure feed to all buildings except the large
barn and the residence. Residence water comes from the same beach well with
self-contained residential treatment. 

Sanitary Sewer – All buildings (except the large barn and the residence) are on
a fully engineered septic and sand filter with a capacity of 1,240 gallons per
day.  The system includes five septic tanks, one effluent tank and a 18’ by 60’
by 4’ sand filter, all installed in 2000 and in working order with no history of
problems. 

Stormwater – is directed into a network of 18” drains that quickly move water off
the roads and parking surfaces and direct the water underground to Sheldrake
Creek and to Cayuga Lake. 

Driveways and Parking Lots - Driveways are engineered with 18” of base - parking
areas with 12” of base. 

Lighting – is provided by eight driveway light poles with LED lamps and twelve
parking area bollards with incandescent lamps.  In addition, buildings are mounted
with appropriate outdoor lights on either timers or sensors. 

SYSTEMS & ENGINEERINGSYSTEMS & ENGINEERING
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Communications – All buildings are connected underground with
fiber optic for high-speed data and telephone. 

Buried Electric – All buildings (except the residence) are
connected to a central transformer and main panel.  All electric
feed is underground.  800’ of primary service wires and phone
poles that once crossed the property have been buried in order
to improve the lake views.  

Solar – A 90-panel, 15,000-watt solar array is installed on the
roof of the vineyard shop and attached to five Sunny Boy
inverters.  These supplement the electricity use of all five
buildings when the sun shines.  (No battery storage.)

 
Geothermal - HVAC for the Winery and the Shop / Warehouse is
provided by geothermal heat pumps connected to six  450’ deep
loop fields, substantially reducing dependence on fossil fuels. 

Security – All buildings are protected with keypad security for
break-in and fire, all linked to a central station.
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PRIMARY FARM & VINEYARD EQUIPMENTPRIMARY FARM & VINEYARD EQUIPMENT

(Minor equipment and contents also included.)
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PRIMARY WINERY EQUIPMENTPRIMARY WINERY EQUIPMENT

(Minor equipment and contents also included.)
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TASTING ROOM EQUIPMENTTASTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

(Minor equipment and contents also included.)



13(Minor equipment and contents of kitchen also included.)

KITCHEN & OFFICE EQUIPMENTKITCHEN & OFFICE EQUIPMENT



LUXURY IN THE FINGER LAKESLUXURY IN THE FINGER LAKES
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